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0. Introductionl 
There are many functors in topolagy which are most naturally defined on finite or 
locally finite simplicial complexes. One considers various extensions alf these 
functors to larger classes of spaces, and it is a quest&n as to whether or not the 
extended functor possesses properties on the larger class of spaces that the original 
functor did on the smaller. 
We will be concerned with such questions as they pertain to two of the standard 
methods-the topologically oriented method of Tech e,xtension [4, 5, 6, I!, 9, lo] 
and the categorical Kan extension [8,12]. 
The classical examples of the Tech extension are thl , Tech cohomoJ,ogy functors 
a; which extend simplical cohomology from the category of finite simplical 
complexes to the category of topological spaces. Cccl.. cohomology has most of the 
usual properties of simplical cohomology with the notable exception that, at least in 
dimension 1, it is not in general a homotopy invariaK.8 for non-compact spaces [9] 
(Strictly speaking, for non-pseudo compact spaces). 
Kan extensions have been studied recently with special regard to the problem of 
when the Kan extension of a cohomology theory is again a cohomology theory. (See 
Deleanu and Hilton [S, 6, 71 and Dold [a].) In [6] it is shown that this happns 
precisely when the Tech and Kan extensions coincide. 
Dold, Deleanu and Hilton consider Kan extensions on categcries of spaces and 
homotopy classes of maps. Hence, ‘all functors and their Kan extensions 
homotopy functors by definition. Below we show that there is insight to be g~inl~d 
by taking Kan extensions directly,&& categories of spaces and maps. We 
that in all reasonable cases the Tech extension and the (c&tinuous) 
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coincide. Hence, we have available an alternate formulation of the Cecil extension. 
This formulation will be seen to be well suited for studying the relation between the 
tech and (homotopy) Kan extension. 
The problem that we will be particularly interested in is: ‘When is the (continu- 
ous) Kan (=tech) extension of a homotopy functor again a homotopy fun&r?” 
We will begin with some very general observations about this question and then 
proceed to specific examples where special information is available. 
In section 1 we present a categorical framework for studying questions of this 
sort. The section begins with a review of the properties of congruences. Next, 
methods of extending a congruence from one category to a larger category are 
discussed. In particular, given categories &J s Y and a congruence Ro in 90, we 
define the codeterminate xtension of Ro to F. This congruence R in 9 is shown to 
be the smallest extension such that the Kan extension of any Ro-functor is an 
R-functor. 
The section ends with a s+,udy of the behaviour of codeterminate xtensions 
under reflection. 
In section 2 we consider the congruence homotopy. Relations between the 
homotopy Kan, continuous Kan and tech extensions are established. For example, 
it is shown that continuous Kan extensions and tech extensions agree for the 
following pairs. 
.- 
flop, If w locally finite polyhedra 
(Comp Tz, f Pol) Compact T2, finite polyhedra 
and 
(C Reg Tz, f Pol) Completely regular Tz. 
Section 3 deals with questions regarding the nature of the extensions of specific 
functors representable on f 01 (i.e. F = [-, Y], homotopy classes of maps). We 
look at fi; (-; G), J?C$ and &, cohomology with G coefficients, real and complex K 
Theory, respectively. 
As already remarked, & is not a homotopy functor off pseudo compact spaces 
[9]. On the other hand, _fi; for n > 1 is a homotopy functor on fd Norm, the 
category of finite dimensional normal spaces [1] and fif” is a homotopy functor on 
C Reg Tz [2]. Here we prove the following: 
Theorem. On C Reg Tz 
(a) Fdr G, an abelian group, fii (-; G) is a homotopy functor, if and only if G is 
torsion, that is if G has no element of infinite order. 
(b) fiFn+’ (-, G) is not a homotopy functor on countable polyhedra, n > 0. A 
counterexample is the simplical path space of S2? 
(c) @” (- ; C?), Q the rationals, is a homotopy functor. 
(d) & and k0, are homotopy functors. 
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In fact, our positive results are somewhat stronger in that in (c) and (d)l Puppe 
sequences are shown to be carried into long exact sequences. Moreover, when the 
tech extension is a homotopy functor, then it mqst agree with the homotopy Kan 
extension. This .gives an~alternate; for$a$on of-$re.rc;Jults~of Deleanu and Nilton 
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&ally, we would like to express our thanks to Alex Heller for his careful reading 
of this paper, and in particular for his help in developing a suitable context in which 
to present he material of section 1. 
1. Congruences and Kan extensions 
In this section we offer a general context for discussing questions of extending 
congruences on one category to a larger category. We begin with some notation 
that will be fixed throughout he section. * _ 
Let 9 be a category, Suppose that for each X, Y E ob F we are given a relation 
R(X, Y)c= F(X, Y) x F(X, Y). We write fRg for (f, g) E R (X, Y). Also, given 
relations R and R’ in F we say R is finer than R’ and write R G R’ if for each pair 
(X, Y) we have that R(X, Y)E R”(X, Y). 
1.1. Defhition [ 121. R is called a congruence in F if 
(1) Fdr each X, Y E obF, R(X, Y) is an equivalence relation 
(2) Given f: XI-+X, g : Y + Y’ and hl, hz :X -, Y with hl.Rhz we have that 
ghrfRghzf. 
In application we will consider the congruence h Dmotopy in various sub- 
categories of Top. We will also make use of various con! iructions through which we 
form the particular congruences that we will be inter, :S I:ed in. The following series 
of definitions and lemmas form the basis of these constructions. 
1.2. DebMion, (a) Given a congruence R in F we form the category 3/R by 
setting ob F/R = ob F and setting SJR(X, Y)= T(X, Y)JR(X, Y). 
One has the quotient functor QR : T+ Ff R. 
(b) Given a functor F: F+ F’ define a congruence RF in 9 by setting fRFg if 
and only if F(f) = F(g). 
Finally, combining (a) and (b) we have 
(c) Given R’ a congruence in Fr and F: T-9 9’ we have F-‘(R’)= RQ*.~~ a 
congruence in 7. 
Note that in genera1 one has F-‘(RG)=.RGIL 
T/R is universal for R in the following sense. 
1.3. Itemms. 1123 IfR is a congrrrence in 9 then RQ~ = R. 
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Moreover, given a functor F: T+ Y’ with R c 32~ there is a unique functor 
F: TJR + 9’ such that FQR = F. 
The following simple observation is the basis for the main constructions in this 
section. 
1.4. Lemma. Let {Rp} be a class of congruences in T. Define R(X, Y) = 
n R,(X, Y). Then R is a congruence. 
We make use of Lemma 1.4 by observing that given any property of congruences 
preserved under arbitrary intersection, there is a finest congruence possessing that 
property. For example, given any relation Ro there is a finest congruence R 
containing it. To construct R we let {R,} be the class of congruences uch that 
R. c R,. Note that {R,} is not empty since it contains the congruence that relates 
all pairs of coterminous morphisrrs. 
‘%Ve now give that application of Lemma 1.4 with which we shall be most 
concerned. We begin with a preliminary definition. 
1.5. Definition. Given R, a congruence in 9, and AS ob 9 we say that A 
codetermines R if A cogenerates T/R [ 121 (equivalently fRg if and only if for all 
7~ : Y + P with P E A we have that TfRrg). 
Note, again we can apply Lemma 1.4 and find for any relation Ro and any 
A E: ob Y the finest congruence containing R and codetermined by A. We will 
denote this congruence by I:*. 
We are most interested ir a special case of 1.5. 
efinition. Given categri jries To c 9 and R. a congruence in To, we will call 
the finest congruence in L/, containing Ro and codetermined by ob 90, the 
codeterminate extension of Ro. We will denote it simply by R when no confusion is 
possible. 
In section 2 we will compute the codeterminate xtension of homotopy in various 
topological settings. For our $urposes, the importance of these computations lies in 
the category theoretic relation of the codeterminate xtension of Ro to the (right) 
Kan extension of certain functors on .TO to functors on X We now develop that 
relation. We begin with a constructive definition of R. 
3. Let R be the codeterminate extension of Ro. Let X, YE ob 9 and 
f, g : X -+ Y then fRg if and only if for every P E ob & and rr : Y + P there exists an 
n a 1, 01,. . . , 0, E ob 30, and morphisms bi : X + Qi and mi i : Qi -3 P (j = 0, 1 s 
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~tird ri,j c mor F0) such that 
1) wf = m,o41, *g = %dh 
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ProoO. Let R be the relation so determined. Clearly fRg implies fR,g for any 
congruence in F such that ROG R, and R, is codetermined by ob 3’0. Hence 
RER. 
To show R G l? : one verifies that R~SG I?, a is a congruence in 9 and finally R is 
codetermined by ob F0. Each of these verifications is straightforward. 
For example, to show fl?g implies hfl?hg for any h : Y + Y’, let n=‘: Y’+ P be 
arbitrary. Let v = dh : Y + P. Since fRg we are able to find (n, {Qg}, {&}, {wi,j}) 
satisfying l), 2) and 3) for (f, gw). Observe that these same data satisfy I), 2) and 3) 
for (hA hg, w’). 
1.8. Corollary. Let !To be a full subcategory of 9. Let R be the codeteminate 
estension of Ro. Then R 1 TO = Ro. 
Proof. We need 90 to be full in order to be assured that (&}-_C mor 90. 
We are now in a position to relate the notion of Kan extension to that of 
codeterminate xtension. 
By the Kan extension of a functor I;‘: 90+ & we will usually have in mind the 
pointwise right Kan extension as defined in [12, p. 23:)). It will be denoted by 
FK: F+&. 
The category JJ# will aIways be assumed to be complete. and the comma categories 
(X&90) will be assumed to have small strongly con id subcategories. Thus, ir 
particular, we will assume that FK always exists. 
In our applications 9 will be a category of topologicP Xspaces, For each X E ob 3p 
let F& be the full subcategory of TO whose objects are spaces of cardinal@ 
less than or equal to that of X, (XiF&) is strongly cofinal in (X$30) and has 
a small dense subcategory. Then the above conditions on F will always be 
present. 
1,9. Dqdidtion. ‘Given a congruence R in 9, a functor F : F+ & is called on 
R-functor if it factors through F/R. (F = F’QR where F’ : F/R + d). 
9 
1.10. Theorem. Let F : To+ d be an RONfunctor. men R+ is codetermirted by 
ob 90 and R+ 2 R,. Hence R+ 1 R. 
(In particular, the Kan extension of an 0-functor is an 
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Proof. Suppose f, g : X + Y are morphisms such that FK(?rf) = FK (wg) for all 
7r : Y + P, P E ob To. Since FK (Y) is the vertex of a universal cone to F for (Y i To) 
this implies that FK(lf) = FK(g). Hence R F” is codetermined by ob To and, since 
FK 1 TG = F, RR~ 2 Ro. 
We shall also need the following explicit computation. 
1.11. Theorem. Let 90 be a full subcategory of T. Let P E ob To. Let Fp denote the 
SetoP valued functor To/Ro(-, P) on To. Then the Kan extension of Fp to 9 is 
TlR(-, P)e 
Proof. (See for example [8, A3.141.) Denote T/R(-, P) by FL. Since R/To = Ro 
(1.8) we have that FL 1 To = Fp. Hence there is a unique natural transformation 
u : Fb + Ff extending the identity on To. 
To complete the proof we define an inverse 7 : Ff + F;. We define q3x : F;(X)+ 
FE(X) (in Set) as follows: If f : X + P and Id : P + P is the identity let qx([ f 1) = 
FE (f )][Id]. It is immediate that 11 is natural hence m = 1. On the other hand 
cvqx [fl = axFpK (f MIdI 
= FZ(f )ar[Idl 
= Fi4f)Wl 
= VI 
so Y&r= 1. 
Combining 1 .lO and 1 .l 1 we have the following. 
1.12. Theorem. Let 90 be a full subcategory of T’, Let {F,} be the class of Ro- 
functors. Let R K = n Re. Then R K = R. 
Proof. By 1.10 we have that R c RK. Conversely if fRg then for some 7~ : Y + P 
TfRrg. Hence, by 1 .ll F:(f) f F:(g) and thus RK E: R. 
It will be convenient at times to use the notation RK for the codeterminate 
extension I 
We shall also be interested in comparing Kan extensions computed over different 
categories. More specifically, let R’ be a congruence on T. Let Ro = R 190 and let 
F: To+ d be an Ro-functor, thus F=&& We will wish to know the relation 
between FK and pKQ~ [FK is a Kan extension of to T/E). The following 
theorem gives the information we will need. 
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1.13. Thewem. F” is an &functor if and only if FK = pKQ~, up- to natural 
equivalence. 7%~ if R is the codeterminate extension of Ro and I? 4 R then FK = 
FK&. 
of. If FK 
FK 
=PKQ~ then by definition FK is an R-functor. Conversely, let 
= ~QR. Then there *is a unique natural transformation p : # +PK with 
p 1 (&/I?) the identity .Also there is a unique natural transformation. o”: pKQ~ + 
FK with v 190, the identity. Thus, c(poQ~): FK -) FK is the identity on 90 hence a 
natural equivalence. 
On the other hand every natural transformation f R-funktots factors uniquely 
through QR. Thus we have c?: PK + fi with 6~ QR = a. Hence g is a natural 
equivalence as is 
To complete the proof we note that by 1.10 F K is an R-functor and since R G R it 
is then also an R functor. 
Finally, we will be concerned with the following situation. Let 90 C_ 9 s 9 be 
three categories. Suppose we are given a reflection, B : S+ 9, of the inclusion 
I : 9 + 9, a congruence RO and 90 and an Ro-functor F. We will wish to know the 
relation between Kan extension of Fto 8, and to g, as well as the relation between 
the respective codeterminate extensions. The specific e.-rample we have in mind is 
f Pol s Comp T2 G C Reg T2, p : C Reg ‘;i + Comp T2 (Stoneaech compacti- 
fication) and Ro being homotopy on f Pal. 
We have the following 
1.14. Theorem. Let PO be a full subcategory of 9. Let FK be a Kan extension ofFto 
4p and let R be the codeterminate extension of Ro to 5! 7Xen 
(a) FKB is a Kan extension of F to 9; and 
(b) the codeterminate extension of Ro to 9 is B-l(R). 
Proof. (a) Let X E ob 9 and rx :X + B(X) its reflection into 9. Since rx is 
universal (hence &-universal) it induces anatural equivalence ofcomma categories 
rf : (B(X)@o)-, (X&So) so that FKB(X) is the vertex of a universal cone to F over 
(X$Po). Since FKB is an extension of F to 9 it is accordingly a Kan extension. 
(b) Let F : 90 -) .suZ. For the purposes of the proof let fi” denote Kan extension to 
9, let FK denote Kan extension to 9, and let R denote the codeterminate 
extension of Ro to 3’. 
By 1.12 we have that R = n RR where {Fa} is the class of Ro-functors. There- 
fore by (a) ’ 
-l(RFg) = B-‘(n- 
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2. Homotopy ’ 
Let 9 be a full subcategory of Pol. Let F2 9 be a full subcategory of To 
Below, we apply the results of the previous section to homctopy considered as a 
congruence in 9. We compute the codeterminate xtension of homotopy to F 
under various hypotheses on F and 9. Our results require certain geometric 
information which we now obtain, based on the following variant of a definition of 
Lee and Reymond [ll]. 
2.1. Definition. (F, 9) is called a tech extension pair if: 
1) 9cPol 
2) If PE ob 9 then P = {(zI, Z&E P x P: zr and 22 are contained in a single 
simplex of P}, with the weak topology, is in 9. 
3) For each XEobF, KEobPol and map n:X+K there is a PE ob9 and 
maps 71’ : x’+ P, n’ : P+ K such that 7~ = (is contiguous) to v”~J’. (i.e. Foi all x E X, 
V(X) and &r’(x) lie in a single simplex of K). 
Our definition of Tech extension pair differs from that of Lee and Raymond 
principally in that we are restricting to numerable (=normal) covers, as the follow- 
ing lemma makes clear. 
2.2, Lemma. Let 9” satisfy 1) and 2) of (2.1), then (F, 9) is a Tech extension pair, 
if and only if, for each X E ob F we have that evepI numerable open cover of X is 
refined by a numerable open cover whose nerve is in 9. 
Proof. By standard brifige map arguments of the kind, for example, found in 
[8, p. 3561. 
2.3. Examples of Tech extension pairs 
(a) POP, Pal) 
(b) (Top, If Pal) 
(c) (Comp T2, f Pol) 
(d) (SM, elf Pal), separable metric, countable Ic :ally finite polyhedra. 
(e) (fd Norm, fd Poll), finite dimensional norr, 1 G, finite dimensional polyhedra. 
We will be concerned with the codeterminatc extension of the homotopy for 
tech extension pairs. We deno(te homotopy b* r h but will write f - g rather than 
fhg. By a homotopy functor we mean an h-fun&. 
Homotopy over 9. Writing hp for h obB we have that h C hg but in general 
hp #h. For example, take X to be a one point space and Y any connected 
non-path-connected space, and f, g : X + Y to be maps s ch that f(X) and g(X) are 
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in different path components. Then f+ g but if the objects of P are polyhedra then 
fh9% 
Denote the codeterminate xtension of h from 4p to F by hK. hK c he but again, 
in general, hK # ho (see below). However one has 
P 
2.4, Theorem, For (9,9) a eech extension pair, hK = hp. 
Roof. For the proof of (2.4) we need the following Lemma: 
2.5. Lemma. Let (9,gP) be a tech extension pair. For each X E ob Sr, P E ob 9, and 
homotopyH:XxI-*PthereexistsQEobBandmaps~:X~Qand8:QxI-,P 
such that @(w x Id)= H. 
Hence, if H is base point preserving Q may be chosen to be so also. 
Proof. This proof is essentially an observation on [S] p. 357 to which the reader is 
referred for definitions and notation. 
Let YV be the cover of P by open stars of vertices. Then H-‘V= 
{H-l W : W E W} is a numerable cover of X x I so there is a-stacked cover % x %f 
XXI re,Sning h-‘W. Let {nQ u : X + I) be a locally finite numeration of B and for 
each U E % let {vc” : I + I} be a locally finite numeration of 9% 
Define q* :X + Y% (the nerve of %) by w*(x) = {n:(x)} = the point whose U-th 
barycentric coordinate is q:(x). Define vsp : v% x F- v(% X 9’) by ~~({xr~}, t) = 
{xu l *F(t)}. For each UE 4M and V E 9%, let w ibe a vertex of P such that 
H(U x V)c star w. Define 8’: v(% x 9)+ P by putting 9’(u X v)= w and extending 
linearly. 
Since (T’, P) is a tech extension pair there exists Q 7 ob @ and maps v : X + Q 
and &: Q + v% such that q9( = ~‘?r. Finally define 8 = &/(v’ x Id). It is easily 
checked that 8(rr x Id) = H. 
2.6. Proof ot 2.4. Again, he 2 hK so we need only .sbow that hK 2 hp. 
Suppose f, g :X -) Y are homotropic over 4p and 7~ : Y + P, PE ob CP is a map. 
Let H : X x I + P be a homotopy from ?rf to ng. By $2.5) .there exists Q E ob P and 
8 maps~‘:X+Qand8:QxI+Psuchthat8(rrfx&’)=H. 
Let p be as in (2.1) (2). Let p1 and p2 :6+ P be the projections on the first and 
second factors respectively. Then pa = ~2. Define & : X + p, i = 1, 2 by i3&) = 
(wf(x), 8(-‘(x), 0)) and &(x):= (NT’(x), 0, rrs(x)). 
Taking Q1 = Q3 = p and Qz = Q in (1.7) gives fi Kg. 
2.7. Coroliary. If (3,9) is a eech >extension pair and F : 9 +,p1 is a komotupy 
functor then FK : T+ d is a homotopy.functor. / 
We are also able to combine 2.4 with 1.13 to determine the relation 
the continuous and the homotopy Kan extensions for tech extension 
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2.8. Theorem. If (3, p) is a tech extension pair and F: 9 + d is a homotopy 
functor (F = FQh) then FK = E”o,. 
e>ther words, for tech extension pairs our Kan extension of a homotopy 
fuL:tor agrees with the usual one ([5], [S]). 
We now consider cases where we do not have a Tech extension pair and in 
p_.rticular, the classical case of extending from f Pol to categories larger than 
Camp Tz. Our main result is that with 9 c f Po1 and YC C Reg Tz, instead of 
homotopy extending to homotopy over 9, it extends to uniform homotopy over 9. 
Let&CRegTz + Camp Tz be the Stone-Cech compactification functor. That is, 
the functor which sends every space X to its Stone-tech compactification @X and 
every map f : X + Y to the unique extension /3(f) : #3X + BY. 
2.9. DeficN.Jn. Tvvo maps f, g : X + Y are cakd uniformly homotopic, if there is a 
homotopy between f and g which extends to a homotopy between /3(f) and /3(g) 
(for equivalent definitions see [2, 10 p. 2821). We write f Msg. Of course, o(f)- 
p(g) does not imply f - g but if Y is compact, then f -@g if and only if p(f) - o(g). 
Uniform homotopy defines a congruence on any 9 c C Reg Tz. 
2.10. Theorem. Let (9,P) be such that 9 c C Reg Tz, 9 c f Pal and (p(Y), 9) is 
a tech extension pair. Then 
(a) For every functor F : SP + &, we have that FKfi is a Kan extension to 9 
(b) The codeterminate extension of homotopy is uniform homotopy over 9. That is 
hK = (Ph)w 
In particular this holds for (C Reg Tz, f Pal). 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate corollary of 1.14 and 2.4 and the fact that p is 
a reflection. 
We are now in a position to consider the relations between Kan extensions and 
tech extensions. 
We begin by recalling the definition of Tech extension. 
For X E ob Y, let Cov(X, 8) denote the category whose objects are the numk3r- 
able covers of X with nerves in 9. For any pair of objects % and ‘V we have a 
unique morphism % < “I/” if and only if, % is a refinement of “Y 
With @ the homotopy category of 9, we define a functor 8~ : Cov(X, iP)+ @,by 
letting &(% < ‘V) be the homotopy class of a canonical projection 7rz : Y% + Y‘V. 
If F : 9 + ,d is a homotopy functor (F = FQh) we define the tech extension 
P : 9-j d of F by p(X) = lim&x. 
c 
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1. Theorem (Dold). If (T, P) is a &ech exterrzsion pair and F: 9 4d is a 
homotopy functot then P = FK. 
ob. By (2.8), FK = E”Qh and by [S p. 3661 EKQh I= k (In fact, Dold only proved 
this for (Top, Pol); but, as he remarks, the proof goes through for all tech extension 
pairs). 
Finally we have 
2.12. Theorem. If 9 c f Pol, T c C Reg Tz and (p(r), 9) is a tech extension pair, 
then for every homotopy functor F : 9’ + d, P = FK. 
Proof. 
FK = FKP by (2.10) (a) 
FKp=&3 by(2.11) 
and 
I+=# by [lo p. 2821. 
Given that (2.11) and (2.12) include all the situations where the tech extensions 
are usually considered; it would appear that the proper way to view tech exten- 
sions is as Kan extensions. 
Note that in general for non-tech extension pairs .6 is not a homotopy functor 
and so P # pKQh. 
The pair (C Reg Tz, f Pal) also provides an example of a congruence I? for which 
neither R G (I? 19,” nor (R 1 s)K s R. On the one hand maps may be homotopic 
without being uniformly homotopic r~v/;r f Pol. On the other hand, one may choose 
maps f and g such that f + g yet [I(f) -/3(g). Hen ce, f and g are uniformly 
homotopic over f Pol without being homotopk. 
3. Tech extensions of representable funetors 
In this section we restrict attention to categories of base pointed spaces and 
maps. Letting p Set be the category of pointed sets and functions, [X, Y] E ob p Set 
(p SetoP) will denote the set of base point preserving homotopy classes of maps. 
The results of the previous section together with 1 .ll give us the following. 
3.1. Theorem. Let Y E ob 8, anal kt r”y = [ , Y] ; 9 + p Setop. If (Z& 
extension pair then 
[ , Y]:F+pSetop 
is a Kan extension of Fy, 
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In general this is not the case for non-Tech extension pairs. For example, if 
9=fPol and Y=S’ then &I= @ which, as is well known, is not a homotopy 
functor if 9 contains the real line. 
In this section we shall be concerned with certain representable functors, whose 
Kan extensions over non-eech extension pairs are homotopy functors. We begin 
with a representation theorem. 
3.2. Theorem. Let Y be a polyhedron. Then: 
F: = W-, Yl 
is a Kan extension of f-l Y] from f Poll to c Reg T2. 
(Here, again, /3 is the Stone-tech functor.) 
Proof. If Y of Poi then the theorem follows from 3.1 above and 1.14. 
In general; let Y = U, Ya where Y, ranges over the finite subcomplexes of Y. 
Since Kan extension commutes with direct limit F$ = Lim [BX, Ya]. But, for 
a 
X E C Reg T;, PX is compact so Lim [ gX, Y,] = [ 13x1 Y]. 
. 
a 
The results in the remainder of this section will depend upon 3.2. Hence from 
now on we will consider only the case 9 = f Pal and use # to denote the tech 
(=Kan) extension of F : f Pal+ p Set*P to C Reg Tz. 
3.2 reduces the study of tech extensions of homotopy functors to functors of the 
form [p-, Y]. These were studied in (2,3] and we recall the relevant results: 
3.3. Theorem [2,3]. Let p* : [pX, Y] -, [X, Y] be the function induced by the 
inclusion X + pX. 
(a) If X is a finite dimensional normal space and Y has the homotopy type of a 
CW-Complex of finite tyr3e yinite number of cells in each dimension) with w,(Y) 
finite then p” is a bijectitin. 
(b) If Y has the homotopy type of a CW-Complex and fix the loop space of Y, 
has the homotopy type of a compact space, then for any X, p* is an injection, and 
hence [p--, Y] is a homotopy functor. 
(c) Suppose Y has the homotopy type of a finite complex with non zero homology. 
Then [/3-, Y] is not a homotopy functor on the ccstegory of metric spaces. 
If Y = K(G, n) is an Eilenberg-MacLane space then & = a,“(- ; G) is the n-th 
tech Cohomology functor based on finite covers with coefficient group G. AS 
remarked, fij ( ; 2) is not a homotopy functor on any category including the real 
line. But 3Ja) implies that fi;( ; G) is a homotopy functor on fd Norm for G 
finitely generated abelian and n > 11. Further 3.3b) implies that fi: (-; 2) is a 
homotopy functor on all of 2, since O&&Z, 2) has the homotopy type 
of s’, 
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We have in [3] overlooked the following observation. 
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3.4. Theorem. &i (-; G) is a howotopy functor art C I$egTa if a,nd. only if G is 
torsion. / ’ : /, ^I I 3 
Proof. By [8], [-, K(G, n)] = I%“(-; G), the n-th tech cphomolqgy fun&or based 
on numerable covers. But, for compact spaces Z?‘(-; G) satisfies the universal 
coefficient heorem [15, p. 3361 so: 
I;i”(@X; G) = (ii"@?X)QG)@ (Tor(l%““@X); G)). _ 
In [2] it is shown that a1 (/3X) = a1 [X)SD where D is a torsion less divisible group. 
(The result in [2] is stated only for normal spaces, but the proof clearly goes through 
for completely regular spaces). Hence, if G is a torsion abelian group (i.e. has no 
elements of infinite order) then: 
rri’(pX)S G = (&‘(X)OD)O G = H’(X)@? G. 
But by the argument above fi2 q9 = &l is a homotopy functor on C Reg Tz, and 
therefore @ (-; G) is a homotopy functor C Reg Ts. 
On the other hand, it is not hard to show that a&; (I? ‘; G)f 0 if G contains an 
element of infinite order [ 1). 
For n > 1, we have no such complete answer as to when I!& ; G) is a 1, Dmotopy 
functor on C Reg Tz. However, we: do have the following partial results. 
3.5. Theorem, (a) For n odd and G a finitely gene7 ated abelian group k; (- : G) 
is not a homotopy functor on countable simplicial complexes. 
(b) a; (-; Q) is a homotopy functor on C Reg T. if and only if n is even. 
Proof. (a) Let PS” be the simplicial path sp;\ce of §“[13], We show that 
& (PS” ; G) # 0 using a theorem (of Weingram [l”] which says that for G finitely 
generated abelian and n odd, there is no homot ,,pically non trivial map 0s” + 
K (G, n - 1) whose image is conta:ined in a compact subset. Since PS” is contract- 
able this will prove (a). Also, sintze a well known simple argument shsws Wein- 
gram’s theorem to be true for G =: Q, we have the “only if” part of (b). 
Consider the commutative diagram; * 
nls “--K( ,n-1) ‘i 
FL J 





where f corresponds to a non-zerto element of the homotopy group nrtc 
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Suppose fi; (PS”; G) = [PpS”, K(G, n)] = 0. Then, /3(fp’) is homotopicatly 
so we may lift it to a map a map f: PPS” + PK(G, n). Let f=f] PSn. Then: 
a/sY Tr ‘“y’“” 
P[IPK(r n) 
S”-K(G, n) 
commutes with f = YI OS”. 
From the induced maps of homotopy sequences of fibrations, it is easily seen that 
f is essential but T(OS”) c &K!s”) which contradicts Weingram’s theorem. 
(b) We do not know a direct proof of the “if” part of (b). However, it will follow 
as a trivial consequence of our study of tech extensions of K-Theory from finite 
complexes, which we now begin. 
We work inside C Reg Tz in order to use 2.12, but in fact, it is a very convenient 
category, as we will want to form suspensions and cofibration sequences, all of 
which can be done within this category. 
We begin by extending 3.3(b). Rather than letting our notation become too 
contrary, we state our results in the language of cofunctors. We now give a 
definition which differs slightly from the usual one. 
3.6. Definition. A horr otopy cofunctor F : C Reg Tz + P Set is called half-exact if 
for any closed pair i : A c X, 
F(A)-F(ilF(X) (F(j) 
h-F(X UiCA) is exact, 
where X UiCA is the mapping cone of i. 
3.7. Theorem. Let Y = lJZO & in the weak topology. Suppose p*: [p-, Yi] + 
[-, yi] is a monomorphism for each i. Then [p-, Y] is a half-exact homotopy 
cofunctor on C Reg TZ. 
Proof. Firstly, ncte that we do not claim p* : [p-, Y] + [-, Y] is a monomorphism. 
Since the topology on Y is the weak topology, we have [pX, Y] =l&~ [OX, Y,]. 
Hence, there is tl:e monomorphism 
lim /3*: [p-, Y] + !im [-, Yi]. 
Thus, as before, since lim: [-, Yi] is a homotopy functor SO is [p-, Y]. 
trivial, 
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Now consider the fdiowitig diagram 
[@A, Y]x[pX, Y]+‘c[‘(X UiCA), Y] 
’ ‘I 
*I s . .’ 
- T ,. 
.j I 
1, 
:“. i , .I . ‘, < E L 
lin?_[X, Yilt.- f” -~,*&‘[&-A, yrS] ; ‘.’ 
, 7 *i - a. 
@ [A, -YijT+ ‘: ” 
Since the bottom now is exact and tbe vertical maps are monomorphisms, wehave 
p(j)“@(i)* = 0, 
Now let f : /9X + Y be such that fl PA is homoto$d to the constant map. 
Let i : /3x ug(i>C(pA)+ Y be the assocjated extension of fi Since 




x u CA,PXUt@(Oc(ga) 
f 
Define g = &r. One checks g/3(j) = fi 
We are particularly interested inthe following application. 
3.8. CO~O~~WY. Let G = a1 Gi where Gi s G* l+l is a sequence of compact groups. 
Then if l?G.= US1 BGip the union of the classifjCng spaces BGi we haoe that 
[p-, BG] is a half-exact homot&y cojbnctor. 
3‘9, The two particular examples we intend to study are U = lx1 U(n) znd 
0 = Uza O(n) the unitary and orthogonal groups. \Ve denote by & and &Of the 
right KanI extensions. of .j!? and &O from. f #?@ ,to _C R eg Tz. Of, course, & a.nd &I$ 
are classified- on f Pal by BU and ,@:O respective y. Hence, &” and $!Of are 
half-exact homotopy eofunctors on C Reg Ta. Wtl now shpw that some of the 
formal structure‘ associated with g and PRO exten d to & and‘ x0,. We restrict 
attention to I& first observing that & is not represe ntable. 
3.10. Theorem, The functor kf is not representable. 
Proof. Unraveling the definition of representability, if & = [&-, SV] were 
representable there would be a space: Y E C Rep Tz and a map u : /3Y + BU such 
that the map 
u*ic: [x, Y]+[Px,BU] I 2 
given by u&J + [up(f)] 
v 
is L at least a set isomorphism. L&ting i3 = 
‘i ’ _’ - _ ‘ ’ 
u 9 i : Y +pY + BU and X be8 the nysphere, we would have u”* : we(JII)s wR i 
for all n. 
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On the other hand, since /3Y is compact, we have that the image of Y lies in a 
compact subspace of BU which by the Whitehead theorem would imply that the 
homology of BU is finite dimensional. 
Now let ch: &(-)@ Q =Cz=, OH;” (-; Q) be the Chern character [16] restricted 
to finite complexes. Let Eh be the induced natural transformation on the Kan 
extension. 
3.11. Thesrem. On C Reg T2 
Eh: K;(-)@ Q s $ Ofi;” (-; Q). 
n=l 
Proof. That ch extends to a natural isomorphism is trivial. Unfortunately, the 
extensions are slrghtly wrong. In particular we actually have: 
Eh: (Ii?‘(-)@ Q>” = ( ; OH;” (-, Q))~. 
n= 1 
To complete the proof one observes that right Kan extensions commute with 
direct sums and tensor products. 
3.12. Proof of (3.5)(b). Since & is a homotopy functor on C R,egTs, so is 
I@-1)O Q, Hence, by (3.9) so is C” n=r@I;i:“(-, Q) and finally @‘(-, Q). 
3.13. Final Remarks. (3.5) (b) is particularly interesting from our point of view 
since K(Q, 2n) and K(G, l), G an infinite direct limit of finite group, are not of 
finite type. Hence, one cannot conclude that the corresponding Kan extensions are 
homotopy functors on finite dimensional normal spaces by applying (3.3)(a). On the 
other hand, by (3.3(a) we know fiFn+l (-,Z) is a homotopy functor on finite 
dimensional normal space but not on C Reg Ts. (In fact, our example is a countable 
cw Complex). 
The genera1 problem on when A;(-, G), G arbitrary, is a homotopy functor 
would therefore, seem to require a more definitive technical result than either (3,3) 
or (3.8). 
The functors & and g0f alto seem to be worth further investigation. If, as usual, 
one defines 2,” (X) = &(S’X) then by (3.8) and the Puppe sequence one has the 
usual long exact sequence. 
On the positive side if A c X are a finite dimensional normal pair, then this 
sequence coincides with the usual exact sequence of K-theory. On C 
not the zse. To see this, one observes that by the proof of (3.7) one would first of 
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.a11 need l& [X3 BU(n)] + [X3 BU] ta be onto for all X in C eg rS*. Letting 
X = BU, we see that this is not the case in general. 
We also do not know if &X) &(S2X). We suspect hat this not the case. The 
problem seems to be that Kan extens:ion does not commute with suspension. In 
particular using the methodsof &] one cansbow that x,’ is not even- a-homotopy 
functor on finite dimensional ntimial spaces. Withi;ut Bott pe$iodi&y, we are 
unable to extend (3.14) to the left, 
One approach to this particular question is to “force” periodicity. We: observe 
that the Bott isomorphism on f PaI: 
passes to a natural transformation 
b&t : & + k+S2. 
We can define: & = 1s &S*? 
This gives a full cohomology theory that again agrees with the usual 
fd Norm and again is not representable. 
Finally, we note on passing that 3.1-3 hold for Set valued fur&s 
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